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THE FINEST GUITAR TUITION ON PLANET EARTH 
BROUGH T TO YOU BY T HE WORLD’S  BE ST GU ITA R T E ACHERS !

Solo like the GN’R legend
who saved classic rock guitar!

Learn how Malcom Young, Johnny Marr
Pete Townshend, James Hetfield & Nile
Rodgers made rhythm guitar an art!

Perfect your...
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RY COODER

RHYTHM
SKILLS!

Learn the style of this slide
guitar phenomenon

100
Solos, chords, 
licks & jam  
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More than

SLASH

amazing percussive acoustic guitar
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Strum,Tap,Slap &Bang!
ACOUSTIC
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A minute’s all it takes to find out what makes a great guitarist tick. 
Before he jumped into his limo for the airport we grabbed a chat with film 

maker Ennio Morricone’s extraordinary guitarist, Rocco Zifarelli

GT: What is your guitar, amp and 

effect pedals set up for Ennio’s tour?

My main guitar is an Agostin 

Custom guitar, model Z24, built by 

Canadian Luthier (but located in 

Italy) Agostino Carella. It’s based 

on my Valley Art Custom Pro: 24 

frets, Gibson scale and smaller Strat

type body, and you can switch from

Gibson to Strat type tones. It’s a 

great, versatile guitar. I also use a 

nylon-string acoustic electric, 

generally Godin Multiac. I’ve been 

using digital systems for a long time

now, and today my main amp is the

can have in digital amps and effects,

’63 Vox AC15 is better than the 

original! For rehearsal or 

emergency I use Zoom G5N or G3N,

not comparable with Kemper, but 

great tone for a great value.

GT: How do you achieve the famous

guitar sounds for Ennio’s Western 

movie scores?

The famous western movies were 

produced from ‘64 to ’71. The 

guitarists were the best session 

players at that time in Rome. Two of

choices were Bruno Battisti 

D’Amario, and Alessandro 

Alessandroni. Both used Fender 

guitars and amp (Strat and Jaguar)

but basically they were great 

classical guitar players that played 

electric too, especially in open or 

guitar tone of that time (Hank 

Marvin, Buddy Holly, Scotty 

Moore). So to emulate those tones I

have to play a lot of open strings: 

heavy picking, single-coil bridge or 

middle pickup, De Luxe, Bassman 

fuzz distortion for The Man With 

The Harmonica tone, originally 

played by D’Amario, probably with 

were very common because they 

were made in Italy at that time. I 

should ask him!

SIXTY SECONDS with...

GT: How many pieces are played in

the concerts?

two hours of concert. The program

changes tour by tour and it happens

that I don’t play on some tunes or

have the guitar in my hands for all

on the stands for a long time.

GT:What is the trickiest piece to

play with Ennio Morricone? 

The trickiest parts concern 

experience and attitude to play in a 

big symphony orchestra, when you 

have to play a well-known melody 

above all the strings and you feel 

very exposed in front of an audience 

know that melody perfectly and 

want to listen to it exactly as the 

original. I love this challenge but I 

feel more comfortable playing jazz.

GT: Do you have a type of pick that

you can’t live without? 

I use different picks but mostly the 

heavy gauge Ernie Ball (1mm or 

heavier) for all the electric and 

strumming and medium for electric 

oud, mandolins or any other ethnic 

stringed instruments.

GT: You have to give up all your 

pedals but three - which are they? 

I’m not a pedal guy and I feel 

nonconformist considering that 

today most guitarists on the planet 

use stompboxes for their tone. The 

reasons are professional. I’ve 

always been considered a multi-

stylistic musician, able to pass from 

one style to another, then from one 

guitar to another, from one sound 

with a stack on stage. The best is to 

have different amps, guitars and 

setups for the projects that I’ve been 

hired for, but many years ago I 

started to experiment with digital 

amping and effects that let me 

switch immediately from a preset to 

another and eventually changing 

the guitar at the same time. This 

often happens with Ennio and on  

all the tours I’ve done with singers, 

or all the TV shows with the RAI 

Italian television orchestra, or when 

I play my own music. So to answer 

your question, if I cannot bring my 

Kemper I would take my G3N.

GT: Do you play another instrument 

well enough to do so in a band?

Yes. I play electric oud, the Godin 

Glissentar (a sort of 11 nylon strings 

fretless guitar with a sound very 

close to the Arabian oud), but in the 

mandurria (or bandurria) to create 

the same sound. I named this 

instrument ‘mandoud’ and played it 

in 1997. I also play mandolin, 

bouzouki and other stringed 

instruments, all tuned like the

guitar to feel comfortable for

reading and for improvisation. I 

remember Morricone called me 

years ago asking if I play balalaika. 

Yes I do! The movie was I Demoni 

di San Pietroburgo, directed by 

Giuliano Montalto. I’ve also worked 

with a music company located in 

Switzerland and we recorded a lot 

of samples and world music 

compilations, each project to 

produce music and sounds with a 

stringed instrument collection but I 

acoustic guitars to reproduce some 

particular instruments’ tones.  

GT: Is there anyone’s playing that 

you’re slightly jealous of? 

I’m slightly jealous of all the 

musicians and artists that lived and 

best time for music and arts. They 

had the possibility to freely create, 

experiment, practise and believe in 

a way totally forgotten today. The 

audience was so inspiring and 

involved because the music and all 

the process involved to create, 

perform, organise and listen, was a 

heavy part of the culture of that 

time, way better than now! 

GT: Your house or studio is burning 

down: which guitar do you salvage? 

Terrifying question. Well, I own 

some beautiful vintage guitars, so I 

would save the ’56 Strat, the ’53 

because they’re different in style 

and I could continue to work to 

rebuild the house. But mainly 

because they’re great guitars!

GT: What strings do you use? 

The strings are Ernie Ball for 

electric and acoustic, and Galli 

jazz and some nylon. For the 

Agostin, Strat and Les Paul 

Teles, because Ernie Balls have 

more tension compared to other 

companies. For jazz guitars I use a 

roundwound for humbucker 

equipped jazz guitars and 

For steel-string acoustic I use 

GT: Who was your first influence  

to play the guitar?

Various Italian pop singers inspired 

me to ask for an acoustic guitar for a 

present. Then I switched to electric 

with George Harrison and The 

Beatles. Everything started with 

discovered Eric Clapton, then Jeff 

Beck, Jimmy Page, Duane Allman 

Coltrane and Michael Brecker. 

GT: What was the first guitar you 

really lusted after?

serious guitar was a Les Paul 

Deluxe, with mini humbuckers, that 

I would appreciate better today. 

Then I switched to a Strat.

GT: Can you remember the single 

best gig you ever did?

THROUGH THE BEATLES I DISCOVERED
CLAPTON, BECK, PAGE, ALLMAN, FINALLY

ARRIVING AT COLTRANE AND BRECKER  

INTERVIEW } 






